Scoring:
- The outer white ring represents the "replacement core" and is not considered a scoring ring.
- The large white area is the VITAL-ring.
- The largest ring is the HEART-ring.
- The center smallest ring would be the X-ring. The other two small rings in the heart ring, and the other small ring in the Vital ring are not considered the X-ring.
- Some target makers include multiple "kill" zones. Those in the actual "heart area." Some target makers include multiple "kill" zones. Those will not be considered scoring rings for this match.

Shapes/locations of scoring rings may vary. The X-ring, Heart ring, and Vital rings will only be those that are located in the actual "heart area." Some target makers include multiple "kill" zones. Those will not be considered scoring rings for this match.

3-D Match Scoring Guide
M → Miss
H → Hit
5 → Vital Ring
10 → Heart/Inner Ring
12 → X Ring

Archer: ______________________  County: ______________________
Score: ______________________  Archer: ______________________

M's  H's  5's  10's  12's  Sub-Total  Sub-Total

Total Score